DELIVER Connect is back in 2022 for its second online edition,
facilitating dynamic deals and discussion in e-commerce and
logistics
DELIVER creates unique opportunities and meetings for its valued e-commerce and
logistics community, bringing together the biggest players and best ideas in the
industry. With this mission in mind, DELIVER launches the second edition of DELIVER
Connect, held between 31 January and 11 February. This exclusive digital meetup
supports our community by helping leaders to connect, discuss new industry trends and
share best practice with the minds that matter.

Amsterdam, 2 December 2021: DELIVER Connect will explore 2022 as the year of supply
chain acceleration. After the rousing success of Connect 2021, the most powerful digital
networking meet-up for e-commerce and logistics decision makers is back for an unmissable,
results-focused fortnight. In 1,000 virtual one-to-one meetings, 500 retailers will meet

digitally with 50 of the most creative and innovative logistics service providers in Europe.
The most important though-leaders in our ecosystem will also exchange ideas, discuss the
topics that matter, and share insights about new industry trends in 10 interactive Virtual
Table Talks.
Build meaningful connections with the minds that matter
DELIVER Connect 2022 offers a bespoke online platform where a select group of senior
retail professionals have the opportunity to network and discuss the future of the supply
chain. Throughout the two weeks, the themes addressed will include:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Robotics and Retail
Breaking Down Borders
Eco Friendly e-Commerce
How to Eliminate Failed Deliveries
Offering the Delivery Experience your Customers Value Most
Returns Made Simple
The Big Picture on Fulfilment

Stéphane Tomczak, Founder and CEO of DELIVER: “The first edition of DELIVER
Connect confirmed the need and appetite of our community for effective and constructive
business opportunities throughout the year. To best fit with their busy agendas, the
DELIVER Connect 2022 will be held over two weeks to give flexibility to our retailers and
sponsors to meet and make deals at times that suit them.”
From retailers to media and associations, to innovators and thought leaders in logistics, ecommerce and retail – all will be welcome to actively join each conversation.
About DELIVER
Founded in 2015, DELIVER is Europe’s premier community for e-commerce and logistics.
With our unique hosted buyer platform and audience of C-suite executives, we deliver
matchmaking opportunities to the highest quality players in logistics and retail.
We offer two unmissable ways to meet and make deals: DELIVER, our flagship in-person
event (8+9 June 2022, Amsterdam), and CONNECT, our innovative digital networking event
providing year-round insight. We deliver connections.
For media questions and inquiries, please email DELIVER Marketing Director Anna Jackson
at anna.jackson@deliver.events

